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Rebecca Daryl is a line of contemporary jewelry 
combining fiber and metal.  Each piece is 
one-of-a-kind and entirely handmade.  Hand loomed 
fibers, hammered metals, and minimalisist aesthetics 
make these wares perfect for adding a dash of tex-
ture and sophisticated fun to any wardrobe.

TEXTILE  CERAMIC  PAPER
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A classic, bold, and modern look for any occasion or attire.  Hand 
loomed merino wool on a curved brass tube.  Sure to make you feel 
like a warrior, ready to conquer whatever comes your way.
Sits on 24” chain (gold-fill, sterling silver, oxidized sterling)

color options: sage (pictured), antique lace, 
weathered frame, charcoal

NEUTRAL TONE WARRIOR NECKLACE

OCHRE WARRIOR NECKLACEFALL WARRIOR NECKLACE
$28 ws | $56 msrp$28 ws | $56 msrp

color options: gold, orange, ocean 
blue, charcoal, light grey (pictured)

BRASS WOVEN CUFF
$37.50 ws | $75 msrp$28 ws | $56 msrp



AZTEC

$42.50 ws | $85 msrp

AZTEC CURVE NECKLACE
pictured in white cotton

The Aztec collection is refined with a raw flare.  Hammered brass 
and copper create a natural and subtle sparkle.  The combination of 
textures and the raw yet elegant lines pair pefrectly to add a bit 
of glam without all the glitter.
Necklaces sit on 24” chain (gold-fill, sterling silver, oxidized 
sterling)
Earwires are gold-fill or sterling silver

color options: white, black, gold, 
orange,ocean blue, charcoal, light grey

AZTEC DROP NECKLACE
pictured in light grey
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gold fill earwire
$20 ws | $40 msrp

HAMMERED BRASS DROP EARRING

sterling silver earwire
$20 ws | $40 msrp

HAMMERED COPPER DROP EARRING

$42.50 ws | $85 msrp



HECATE

$42.50 ws | $85 msrp

HECATE NECKLACE

$40 ws | $80 msrp

BRASS ROUNDED CUFF

$20 ws | $40 msrp

ARCH EARRING SMALL

$22.50 ws | $45 msrp

LONG LOOP EARRING

$45 ws | $90 msrp

BASKET CUFF

Hecate, considered in Greek mythology to be the goddess of thresholds, intuition, and magic. Often 
associated with the moon, she possesses both good and evil.  This collection draws on the spirit 
of the archetype with reflective threads, blackened steel, and open spaces that allude to light, 
dark, and transitions, and ideas of protections.  Hecate is said to straddle conventional boundar-
ies and elude definition.  This collection is perfect for harnessing the triple goddess power.  
Necklaces sit on 24” chain (gold-fill, sterling silver, oxidized sterling)
Earwires are gold-fill or sterling silver

$30 ws | $60 msrp

WOVEN EARRING
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$40 ws | $80 msrp

TWO-TONE BRASS ROUNDED CUFF



TAPESTRY

For those who love detail, pattern, and color in their accessories.  
The Tapestry Collection is playful while still exuding high craft.  
Geometry and color intertwine offering a great statement piece.  
Perfect for textile lovers and those who love detail.

$35 ws | $70 msrp

LARGE TAPESTRY NECKLACE

color options: rust + white,
grey + white (picured)

$32.50 ws | $65 msrp

TAPESTRY NECKLACE

color options: white + gold, 
pink + brushed silver

$32.50 ws | $65 msrp

ASYMETRICAL TAPESTRY NECKLACE
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PENELOPE

$45 ws | $90 msrp

HALF MOON NECKLACE

$20 ws | $40 msrp

COPPER 4 STACK DROP

$20 ws | $40 msrp

COPPER DOUBLE STACK DROP

Inspired by the story of Penelope in the Odyssey, who weaves and 
unweaves her work every night to keep the suitors at bay, this collec-
tion is all about strength and divine feminitity.  Copper accents and 
natural fibers provide a sesne of old-world wisdom sure to make the 
wearer feel powerful, mysterious, and connected to the divine feminine 
and masculine energy within each of us.
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ORDER FORM

Your order will go into production once payment is received in full. Please allow 3-4 
weeks for our team to handmake each piece with care and the highest craft standards.

Shipping cost must be paid by vendor to receive order.  

NAME ________________________________

BUSINESS ____________________________

ADDRESS _____________________________

CITY/ZIPCODE ________________________

PHONE  ______________________________

EMAIL: ________________________________

   COLLECTION           NAME           QUANTITY     LIST PRICE     EXTENDED PRICE

  
___________________  _______________________________________________  ____________  _______________ ________________
 
___________________  _______________________________________________  ____________  _______________ _______________

___________________  _______________________________________________  ____________  _______________ _______________

___________________  _______________________________________________  ____________  _______________ _______________
 
___________________  _______________________________________________  ____________  _______________ _______________

___________________  _______________________________________________  ____________  _______________ _______________

___________________  _______________________________________________  ____________  _______________ _______________

___________________  _______________________________________________  ____________  _______________ _______________

___________________  _______________________________________________  ____________  _______________ _______________

___________________  _______________________________________________  ____________  _______________ _______________

                   TOTAL ________________    _______________
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REBECCA DARYL SMITH . REBECCADARYLSMITH.COM . @REBECCADARYLART

USPS FLAT RATE

UPS

Please choose your shipping option below

When the order is ready you’ll get an invoice for the shipping!


